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 Thank you for taking the time to learn about The 
Library Project.  This Annual Report is divided into  
three parts:

What is the Library Project? Page 3
Our Programs in 2012 Page 6
2012 Financial History Page 23
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What is The Library Project?
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 The Library Project was founded on the simple idea that education 

is change.  Education is the catalyst which breaks the cycle of poverty 

in the developing world and provides children with the opportunity for 

a positive future.  Education is also empowerment.  If we educate the 

children of the developing world, we give them the power to reach 

their goals.  Education opens the doors of opportunity for children 

and provides them with the tools for a better future for both them and  

their families.

� ඇܽߊࡀӵ৲֬য়ငၰ᤹ƥᆰൔःۆєè൞ࢿᄤ҉ؕن

ᅡƗᆰൔᄼԩঙ֬թ࠻ߋƗເݠሷ௲ሄਛ၉๏སૌ໊ށ

দ݂֬ଃս֨èဩƗᆰൔൗಭԐન৶ਏèݛເنᅡᇖࡌݚ

দ໊֬ށಃ৶ਏƗເԾᄶૌࠍ՝ᇖᄎ؇ሮჾƗી܉ؿ֬

ቚށሠШèᆰൔເݠሷռा၉ഈഈ߽ࠖᆴƗᆊЁሀࡌދಭ

၉֨Ծᄶྤ໊ڥদሀ၉ыᆴ৶ƌ



 The Library Project donates books and libraries to 
under !nanced schools and orphanages in China and 
Vietnam.  We believe education is the key to breaking the 
cycle of poverty that exists in the developing world. As we 
see it, education is change.  We accomplish this by:

and awareness raising

elementary schools
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Overview

� ඇܽߊࡀᇽးເᇖދݚᄇହ֬ঙ࿗ཱུؿܢދᄄ
ञᅃඇƗञඇܽè࡛ྗƗᆰൔԩঙ֬
ၢ༶١൛ཊᆊ၉ݝєƌۆƗᆰൔःܸ
њƥ

��� ݝඇଦְࠩࠊၴ܋দۡധؚ߽ඇܽߊࡀ
ܸ֬ሆè

��� ເؿܢᄄཱིࠪ࿗૮ٵ৲ඇܽè
��� თ֙ލ৲6/7׀ቛܸ༩è



Our Programs in 2012
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 As of December 31, 2012, The Library Project has established 865 

elementary school libraries.  We’ve put more than 500,000 Chinese 

language children’s books into the hands of eager young readers.  

Over 300,000 children now have access to improved educational 

infrastructure.  These amazing results could not have been attained 

without the help and support of so many.  This year’s 2012 Annual 

Report is in many ways a celebration of your continued support to 

improve the education found in schools throughout China.

� � ञᅃਛၟߊࡀᆿ֥������ᄅ��ಷƗඇܽࢰ�ཱི࿗ඇ

ܽèൌສүᇖؿඇЫ֥ਛ౷ᆰೖफ़ཱི֬؇ᆇ൴ৡƗ

ൌສؿئൺၴۆആ֬ޱඇܽሮჾèᆥႀເᇠ܋ئයދಪྖಭ

൝֬৲ᆭԂƗғ֫ࠍՕࠞಭྖ֬ӵݛè����؎Иۨ

ؚ����١໑֬ܫߴთቀࢹƗၢՕᇚྖྍےؚᇖࠕݚԫࢤჩ֬

҉ؕᆭԂè



 The Library Project’s “Reading Corner” program 
donated 155 libraries throughout China and Vietnam 
in 2012.  Reading Corners go into small schools with 
typically less than 100 students. 

 Reading Corners are a huge boost to the educational 
infrastructure found at these small rural elementary 
schools, because most small schools do not have 
reading material beyond text books.  Reading Corners 
are !lled with colorful local language books that are 
either purchased in-country or acquired through local 
community based book collections.

 As a reward for the student’s assistance in setting 
up a donated library, a small party is arranged with 
educational games, balloons, and crafts.

� ඇܽߊࡀ����ᄤᇖދݚᄇହ۹ܒ׀ञᅃਛ
���۸ඇèඇ၉ϵ൨Ⴏ࿗ഺಭඛᄤ���ಭၢ
༶Ɨཱི݆֬ࢧ࿗ཱུè

� ඇࠥսۆ׀ആਛᆊཱཻི݆֬ୱկཱི࿗ཊႼ֬
ങႼఊॢບޚ࠲ƗႀເԩਛॢЮჩ๏ࢤԫࠕ
ᄎ؇ሮჾèඇᇖᇉ֬ඇࠎ՝ܚୄݚઠࠎݝ
ധ߽฿ඇԛࠩؾࠊদƗᆊཻඇࠕЮᇖϸƗ
ڽڅƗୄಿئဩƗؿ༦ৈ֬؇༅è

� ເਛ৪ݠሷႧᄈҜࡍඇ֬ݝ৲ӸƗ
ເݠሷሠШႺ༫ƗఞߕႼ൴܄Ɨދ၉ఖ؎ݝঀ
ৈ֬൏݂è
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 The Library Project’s “Reading Room” program 
donated 158 libraries throughout China in 2012.  Reading 
Rooms go into larger schools with typical more than 100 
students.

 The reading area is designed to be a safe and 
accessible place for children to feel comfortable while 
nurturing their educational curiosities.  Colorful posters, 
games, furniture, and "oor mats make the libraries inviting 
and happy places for the children to learn and grow.

 Children are involved in many aspects of a library’s 
development and construction by helping to unpack the 
books, setting up mats, and cleaning the new space.

� ඇܽߊࡀ����؎ᄤᇖݚთᄇହ۹׀၉ܒञᅃ
ਛ��ඇᄎল൰èඇᄎল൰၉ϵ൨Ⴏ࿗ഺಭඛ࡞ 
ᄤ���ಭၢഏƗ݆ࢧս֬࿗ཱུè�

� ᄎ؇౼֬നࠕࡀτƗ൨֬য়Ɨಥݠሷሸ
Ⴕሸᄤ׀ทᆰൔ֬ݡဣè೫Ҙϱ֬ݡИƗྔႝႼಆ
֬Ⴚ༫Ɨτ֬ࡌकދೃ֬׀ᄎল൰႖ᄶӵ၉۸
è׀ӵӐ֬ঀৈๆދሷ࿗༤ݠ

� ӸᇖদƗиҾЎݝ֬৲ሷ၀Ҝთ֥ඇܽݠ
ඇƗ௲ന׀Ɨռ೨ྔᄎল൰ְè

ඇᄎল൰
Reading Rooms



 The Library Project works in 23 provinces throughout 
China.  With that said, we have two provinces that we 
primarily focus our efforts: Hebei and Anhui.

 We work in some of the most remote regions in 
China, with the most underfunded rural elementary 
schools.  The Library Project completed an amazing 313 
elementary library school donations throughout China  
in 2012.

 2012 found The Library Project expanding into our 
second country; Vietnam.

རۉڴ౼პ
Where We Work

� ඇܽߊࡀᄤ��۸ݚിځाᅡਛඇܽञᅃࠊ
Сޑދം།ിçτ߱ിځᇖ֬ിࠩࢧƗఴརи
ിè

� ֬ञᅃརئ໑ᄀ׀౼Ɨൺᅃؚཧቒྺ
းᄎ؇ሮჾЁሀ֬ୱկཱི࿗è����Ɨඇܽߊࡀᄤᇖ
ຢӵਛ���ඇܽ֬ञᅃè܆ӵݚ

� ඇܽߊࡀᄤ����πྖԵׅ֥ਛׂࡌݚ۸لƥ
ᄇହè



 The Library Project have donated over 500,000 
children’s books to rural elementary schools and 
orphanages in China and Vietnam.  We work directly with 
regional book store warehouses, online distributors and 
resellers.   We receive deep discounts between 20-80% 
off the retail price of each book.  This allows us to provide 
the highest quality books at the lowest possible price to 
each elementary school and orphanage.

 The Library Project provides a wide range of local 
language children’s books including: history, science, 
short stories, fairy tales, books for very young readers, 
children’s dictionaries, children’s reference books, and an 
assortment of comic books.  Each school also receives 
a full set of children’s encyclopedias for older students.  
Every book is in full color and of the highest quality.

� ඇܽߊࡀསᇖދݚᄇହ֬ୱկཱི࿗ࠪؿܢᄄ၉ܒ
ञᅃਛ��ສүؿඇèთ҉׀౼֬ඇגƗະഏ
ඇഌދਲ਼൹ഌᆷލࢫቛƗӏોЮඇ֬ܚઠ۳ࡕढ़ၢཡ
ൺϝᆃ֥ᆃ֬҉ְᆃ९ƗႀՕГᆪܛເોཱི
࿗ؿܢދᄄୄ܉ಿڽڅƗཔഏӷ֬ؿඇè

� ඇܽߊࡀເൺᅃ࿗ཱུ܉ਛئڽڅဩ֬ଢმؿ
ඇƗୄಿЎচਛ৬ൕçग़࿗çܪൠçߌçֵჃؿ
ඇƗؿሺƗؿҜॐඇދબְ߉èՕບƗો࿗
࿗ഺᄎ؇èႼ࠰ۡ܉ൺᅃ၉ᆣัϫग़ඇƗၢߕཱུ
ඇѰƗᇐഏӷè

ඇؿ
Children’s Books



� ᄤݝಇ֬ৡƗԯԵૉເඇܽߊࡀᄤСࣟƗ
ഏݡƗ݃ᇣƗമᎱ׀౼܉ਛ૮ٵԵ݃ۨèѰౖႵ
ԯԵૉ֬ս৶ᆭԂൗ֫ᄤᇖ׀ݚ౼ԛሮ৲ਛ
���ཛկཱི࿗èؚો၉໑দሸԯԵૉ֬Ⴝ֬ս
৶ᆭԂѝ൜Ⴕᇚ֬ྍےè

 For the past three year, TouchMedia has provided 

TouchMedia’s advertsing has helped provide libraries to 
315 rural elementary schools throughout China.  Thank 
you to everyone at TouchMedia for their support!



 The Library Project conducts a comprehensive 
Librarian Training Course for teachers and the 
administration of every elementary school and orphanage.  
The course provides instruction on how to check books 
in and out to students, how to use the children’s books in 
a classroom setting and how to get the students involved 
in the maintenance of their library, etc.

 The Librarian Training Course is a “crash course” on 
how to manage their new library, and gets the teachers 
and administration up to speed on day-one.  We have 
found that once we began conducting this training 
course, 100% of our libraries are used on a daily basis.

training courses bene!ting 3,734 teachers and librarians.

� ඇܽߊࡀເોൺᅃ֬࿗ཱུؿܢދᄄ֬ুൄࠪ
ඇܼয়჻Ե൸ඇܼয়நॢӸèநॢӸ၉ϵЎচ
ਛƥތाᅡࣀᄎࠊƗތᄤॢฝࢤ࿗ᇖൗႯؿ
ඇƗތಥ࿗ഺҜთ֥ඇܽໂ߀ᇖদְୄಿè

� ඇܼয়நॢӸཱིؒ࣡ݵƗӏ၉ๆ֬൏࡞ःढ़
ၢຢӵèநॢӸເൺᅃඇܼܽয়ಭ჻܉ਛ֍
Ⴏ֬ϾٌƗࣣݝநޱƗඇܽ֬ൗႯ֥֫ਛսڝ
ۡè

� ᄤ����Ɨඇܽܒߊࡀाᅡ���ඇܼয়ந
ॢӸƗܒႼ�����ଇދൄࢤඇܼয়ಭ჻ࢫൺਛநè

ඇܼয়ந
Librarian Training



Thanks to their dedication, passion, and commitment, 
we are able to offer the gift of books to tens of thousands 
of children while keeping our overhead low.  We’re always 
looking for new volunteers!

very positive experience for everyone involved; the school 
administration, teachers, students, and the volunteers,” 
says Jenny Wang, The Library Project’s Country Director.

 The Library Project has worked with over 10,000 
volunteers in 2012 located all over China and abroad.

� ᇄᄂᆇؙો၉ӵ܆ञᅃܸ֬èᆥႀເ
֬ڸԢƗಪ౭ྒྷދিƗඇܽߊࡀғເӵఫഏສ֬
ങؿಇඇèᇚྖ༗ຳπྖಭ൝ჾჾ҉್ؕࡍ׀
֥֬ᇄᄂᆇؙᇖদè

� õᇄᄂᆇቀಪ౭࠙ࠥ׀ւ਼ݠሷ฿မྔඇ
ܽè၉ఖႺ༫ƗӖ۪Ɨैඇèؚો၉໑ҜთᆇƗ
ЎচཱུӐçুൄç࿗ഺၢࠪᇄᄂᆇদනƗᆊ၉ؔ
ິࣣ֬৬èöඇܽ֬ߊࡀ౼პቀ࡚ອ៱නè

� ඇܽߊࡀᄤ����ܒთদሸୄݡບ၉ສئଇᇄᄂ
ᆇܒҜთਛ۹׀ඇܽञᅃè

ᇄᄂᆇؙ
Our Volunteers



EXECUTIVE BOARD
Tom Stader
Xi’an, China

Jackie Ng
Hong Kong, China

Patrick Watene
Xi’an, China

Philip McCrea

ADVISORY BOARD
Joseph Chong
Shanghai, China

Scott Glassmeyer
Bangkok, Thailand

Nick Ingleton
Dalian, China

Kevin Kruse

Adam Simpkins
Singapore, Singapore

Donn Garton
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

The Library Project has an amazing team that tirelessly strives to make the world a better place.

ඇܽߊࡀႡႼ၉ᆭڽႼࠊ৶çሲሲ҉ड֬ࢴԢؙƗᆥᄤເϣᆊ۸൞ࢿє֫ࡍ۾ૌؕ҉ؾށ୴৶ሩè

ؙ֬
Our Team

Founder & Executive Director; Maggie Zhi, Country Director; Christine Wang, Fundraising Director; 
Belinda Yu, Logistics & Purchasing Director Sr. Project Manager; Jocelyn Jia, Project Manager; Daisy Hu, Assessment 
Specialist; Lisa Ren, Logistics & Purchasing Assistant; Louise Xiao, Accountant.  �՝ᇇႾƔบଡƗԾ൚ಭ�ྡྷᆦቀ࡚Ʀ፻ࣝࣝƗ
౼პቀ࡚Ʀອ୨Ɨԛሮҍቀ࡚ƦሷݺƗҗܚ༅ੇҍቀ࡚ƦތᆌᆌƗۡ࠰རࣣয়Ʀࡐ൩ოƗརࣣয়ƦݡတƗॐҺሌ჻Ʀರ
අѢƗҗܚ༅ੇҍሀয়Ʀྲྀު২Ɨ߽ࡀè



2012 Financial History
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2012Ҕ༇И �ۨ2012 Financials

൳್ 2012

Fundraising ԛሮ�  847,437

৭༖�  564

ቀ൳್�� �848,001

   

ᆭԢ 2012

Overhead Expenses ಷӏाᆭ

݃ۨთ൮Ӎ�� 20,017

Bank Fees ႆྡྷ൴࿊ٵ�� 955

Miscellaneous ᄝར�� 947

Гཉ�� 4,687

Ͼ܋൰ٵႯ�� 8,531

Rent   ٣ቆ�� 13,056

Travel    ٵ�� 19,486

Employees ಭ჻ٵႯ�� 46,055

ಷӏाᆭቀش�� �113,733

Program Expenses རٵႯ�

Books, Furniture, Computers, etc. ඇçࡌकçାְ�� 329,153

Employees ಭ჻ٵႯ�� 81,245

Logistics   ༅ੇ� 50,860

Miscellaneous ᄝར� 30,905

Travel    ٵ�� 32,919

Total Program Expenses རٵႯቀش�� �525,082

Total Expenses ቀࡀ�� �638,814

For the year ending December 31, 2012 

The Library Project is committed to 
maintaining a careful balance between 
its ambitious program objectives and 
operating ef!ciently.

Highlights of our 2012 !nancials 
include:

Robust revenue growth with 

increase over the prior year’s total of 

programs; a 67% increase over the prior 

Programmatic spending constituted 
83% of our total expenses, meaning that 
only 17 cents out of every dollar spent 
went toward overhead.

ᆿ֥������ᄅ��ಷƓૌჴƔࢰ

ඇܽߊࡀӼƗᄤརേთఙ၃
ᄕ႖ᆴ࡞ГԂ၉۸ށഷ֬ޠè

����؎Ҕ༇ƥ

པи�������Ɨ!��ૌჴ֬ཊञ
ᅃቀشƗ����ᅀӐృƗչ֥ ��
Ɨ���ૌჴƗиᅀӐ��è

ඇܽߊࡀᄤܒ����ເར್���
Ɨ� �ૌჴƗࢧಇ֬���Ɨ���ૌჴ֬
ञᅃ್ᅀӐਛ��۸ϫٺè

ᆭԢᅤቀᆭԢ֬ �ƐƗ၀ः֬ྦߊࡀ
නો၉ૌჴৡᇁႼ��ૌٺႯਛࠖܙಷ
ӏाᆭè
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རᆭԢٺࡀ༌

ඇçࡌकç�
ାְ�63%

ಭ჻ٵႯ�15%
༅ੇ 10%
%6 ٵ
ᄝར�6%

2012 Program
Expense Breakdown

Computers 63%
Employees 15%

Logistics 10%
Travel 6%
Misc. 6%

2012
Total Expenses

Program Services 83%
Fundraising, Management

�����
ቀᆭԢ

རڢ༇ 83%
ԛሮç�

ܼয়ࠪಷӏٵႯ 17%
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